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ombudsman news
essential reading for people interested in financial complaints – and how to prevent or settle them

complaints help keep
things on track
It is not every day you
get a chance to think
about what you would
do if you had a fresh
start. So I was pleased
to be asked by the Office
of Rail Regulation to
speak to their seminar
on complaints handling,
as they try to adopt a
fresh start for complaint
handling by rail operators.

I was inevitably tempted
to draw attention to my
own experience as a
regular rail passenger.
Perfectly fine most of
the time in fact: but
also some confusing
pricing, bad advice
and information, and
a reluctance to explain
what has happened
when things go wrong.
So, much like financial
services then?

But I was really there to
talk about how the rail
industry can move away
from a “process-based”
approach to complaints
handling towards a
culture of customer
service. To prompt
people to think about
how complaints can help
improve services, help
regulators tackle poorly
performing businesses,
and give customers
confidence that if
something goes wrong,
it will be put right
promptly and fairly.

Whether you’re a bank
or insurance company,
a pawnbroker or a rail
operator, things can
and do go wrong.
Any organisation that
offers a service to
consumers will make
mistakes. And not all
businesses are saintly.
Sadly it seems some
businesses cannot
resist the temptations
to cut corners to earn
short-term financial or
competitive advantage.
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So things will go wrong.
But what can be learnt
from complaints?
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And what does the way
a business handles
complaints tell regulators
and consumer groups
about that business?
Most of you are well
aware of the business
case for thinking about
complaints and their
root causes. Complaints
drive dissatisfaction
and provide a strong
motivation for customers
switching services
(if they can). In contrast,
if a customer’s complaint
is handled well, it can
increase that customer’s
loyalty.
And “big data” can help
a business identify what
practices and procedures
cause confusion – the
things that really get up
people’s noses.

So it is great that many
businesses in financial
services are thinking
about how to develop
and maintain products
and services that
minimise the causes
of complaint. That has
to be the right way to
re-establish trust in
this industry.
But that isn’t necessarily
the same as reducing the
volume of complaints.
Just as in the railway
sector, the starting point
needs to be whether
customers are given
the right opportunities
to raise concerns and
complaints. Indeed a
lot of businesses and
services might benefit
from getting more
complaints and feedback
not less. Think about
the NHS for example.

Of course we publish
a great deal about how
many cases we receive
– and our uphold rate.
And at some level,
these metrics can tell
you something.
But there’s a danger
of becoming too
fixated on the data.
Complaints are
qualitative judgements.
One really serious
case may tell you far
more about a business
than dozens of
straightforward ones.
So when you think
about using complaint
insights, it pays to
think less about the
quantitative and more
about the qualitative
judgements involved.

I suggested to the people
responsible for our
railways that complaints
can help create a
virtuous circle of service
and cost improvement.
It’s the same in our
industry – and the
ombudsman can help.
We have no axe to grind.
We can and do speak
plainly about what we
see. So talk to us.
Come and see us at
one of our events
(turn to page 18 to find
out where we’ll be this
year). Or tell us what
you think on Twitter
@financialombuds

Tony

... we can and do speak plainly
about what we see
Financial Ombudsman Service
South Quay Plaza
183 Marsh Wall
London E14 9SR

consumer helpline
Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm and
Saturday 9am to 1pm
0800 023 4567 or 0300 123 9 123

technical advice desk
020 7964 1400
Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm

switchboard 020 7964 1000
© Financial Ombudsman Service Limited. You can freely reproduce the text, if you quote the source.
ombudsman news is not a definitive statement of the law, our approach or our procedure. It gives general information on the position
at the date of publication. The illustrative case studies are based broadly on real life cases, but are not precedents.
We decide individual cases on their own facts.
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disputed transactions
Complaints
about disputed
transactions are
rarely clear-cut.
Where there are
disagreements
– or ambiguities
– around how
a transaction
occurred, we make
our decision based
on what we think
is most likely to
have happened.
As with any other
issue, we take into
account relevant
law, regulations,
and good industry
practice.

Many complaints we see
involve fraud – or suspected
fraud. Typically, transactions
will come to light that a
consumer says were made
by a third party who has
somehow got hold of their
card or payment details.
In some cases, the
business accepts this but
is unwilling to refund the
money. This is usually
because the business
thinks that the consumer
has been particularly
careless with their card
– or has breached the
terms and conditions of
their account in some
other way. We also hear
from consumers whose
bank is insisting that they
authorised the “fraudulent”
transactions – or even
made them themselves.
We sometimes find that
a consumer is reluctant
to tell us the whole story.
This could be because
they’re embarrassed about
being taken in by a scam –
or about the circumstances
in which the problem arose.

But it isn’t our role –
or the role of the business
– to comment on this.
Our job is to establish the
most likely sequence of
events – using evidence
that can include police
reports, bank statements,
electronic records,
and information about
the business’s security
procedures.
Aside from “traditional”
plastic cards, people can
now carry out transactions
in an increasing number
of ways. This is reflected
in the complaints we’re
seeing. In last year’s annual
review we reported a rise in
cases involving “phishing”
– where a consumer is
tricked, often by email,
into handing over sensitive
financial information to
a fraudster. Since then,
“phone” or “voice”
phishing – “vishing” –
has received a considerable
amount of media coverage.
Case study 116/09
involves a consumer
who has been “vished”.
We keep up-to-date with
emerging technology –
and the scams they make
possible – so we can deal
effectively with complaints
that might involve them.

We often have to remind
businesses of the rules
about their liability for
disputed transactions
– and in particular the
differences between
credit cards and debit
cards. Some cases we
see – for example, case
study 116/02 – involve
transactions made using
both. Many businesses
told us they found our
conference on disputed
transactions (held last
year in Birmingham) very
helpful in improving their
understanding. You can
find more information
about our general
approach to complaints
involving disputed
transactions in our online
technical resource.
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... she’d had no reason to suspect that someone
in her family had criminal intentions
case study

116/01
consumer complains
bank won’t refund
unauthorised
transactions because
cardholder was
“grossly negligent”
In early 2012 Mrs L had
a stroke. Her husband,
Mr L, called an ambulance
and Mrs L was taken to
hospital. Sadly, she had
a second stroke and died
two weeks later.
A few days later Mr L
discovered that 22
unauthorised withdrawals
amounting to more than
£6,000 had been made
from his wife’s bank account.
Their granddaughter,
Miss L, later confessed
to making the withdrawals
using Mrs L’s debit card
– which she had stolen
on the day of Mrs L's
first stroke while other
family members were
helping Mrs L.

Mr L contacted Mrs L’s bank
to ask for the unauthorised
withdrawals to be refunded.
But the bank refused.
They pointed out that Mr L
had mentioned that his
wife had kept the card
in her bedside table
– along with the letter
that showed its PIN.
They said that they
considered that Mrs L
hadn’t taken reasonable
care of her card – and in
fact had acted in a “grossly
negligent” way. The bank
said that in their view,
Mrs L was liable for the
transactions – whether she
had authorised them or not.
Mr L complained. But when
the bank wouldn’t reconsider,
he referred the matter
to us on behalf of his
wife’s estate.
complaint upheld
The bank told us that
they accepted that Mrs L
hadn’t authorised the
transactions. So we needed
to consider whether,
as they suggested, she had
been “grossly negligent”
with her card.
We asked Mr L how long his
wife had had the account
– and how she had used it.

Mr L explained that Mrs L
had had the account for
about five years, but hadn’t
ever withdrawn money from
it. He said that she had
kept the card – with the
PIN letter – in the same
drawer all that time.
We understood that Miss L
had been prosecuted
for theft in the meantime.
Mr L told us that he and
Mrs L had lived next door
to their son and his family
for a few years – and this
had been the first instance
of anything being stolen,
or of any attempted theft.
We explained to the bank
that, in other circumstances,
we might have decided
that keeping the card with
its PIN amounted to “gross
negligence” – that is,
more than just carelessness.
For example, if the card and
PIN had been kept together
in a wallet and carried
about in a public place.
However, we reminded the
bank what had happened
on the day of the theft.
We said we didn’t think it
was reasonable to expect
the security of her card to
be Mrs L’s primary concern
while she was waiting for
the ambulance to arrive.

We pointed out that
Mrs L hadn’t knowingly
let a thief into her house,
and that she couldn’t
physically have stopped
the theft – even if she’d
known it was happening.
We decided it was
reasonable for Mrs L to
have thought that the
drawer was a secure place
to keep her card. She had
done so for years without
anything going wrong –
and she’d had no reason
to suspect that someone
in her family had criminal
intentions.
Taking everything into
account, we didn’t feel
that Mrs L had acted in a
“grossly negligent” way.
We upheld the complaint,
telling bank to put her
account in the position
it would be in if the
unauthorised withdrawals
hadn’t been made.
We also told the bank to
pay Mrs L’s estate £250
in compensation for the
distress and inconvenience
Mr L had been caused
by having to pursue the
complaint.
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... Miss K had never made a withdrawal as
large as the transactions in question
case study

116/02
consumer complains
bank won’t
accept liability for
transactions made
after purse is stolen
Miss K phoned her bank to
cancel her credit card and
debit card. She explained
that her purse had been
stolen as she travelled to
work on the Tube. However,
she had only noticed
when she got to work
– by which time, she said,
several transactions had
already been made on
the accounts.
The bank asked Miss K
how she thought her purse
had been taken. She said
that there had been a
suspicious-looking man
standing close to her in the
carriage, and she thought
he had probably stolen it
from her bag. When asked
how the thief could have
known her PINs, Miss K
said she didn’t know –
and she insisted that
she hadn’t kept a record
of them.
The bank told Miss K that
they thought it was “highly
unlikely” that her purse
could have been taken
without her noticing.

We also noted that since
she’d had the account,
Miss K had never made a
withdrawal as large as the
transactions in question
– which were each at her
daily limit of £250.

They also said that – if
Miss K hadn’t made them
herself – the only way the
transactions could have
been made was if she had
kept her PINs with her
cards. Either way, the bank
said that Miss K was liable.
Miss K disagreed – and
complained. When the bank
rejected her complaint,
she asked us to step in.
complaint partly upheld
We established that
Miss K had given an
account of what had
happened to three people
– to British Transport
Police, at a tube station
ticket window, and to
her bank. Having looked
through these separate
reports, we were satisfied
that they were consistent
with each other.
But we still needed to
decide whether Miss K’s
version of events was
plausible. So we asked her
for copies of statements
for the accounts – so we
could establish where and
over what period of time
the disputed transactions
took place. We saw that
withdrawals had been
made at two cash points
very close to where Miss K
believed her purse had
been stolen. This was
a busy interchange
station, where she would
have needed to make a
connection to get to work.

We felt the bank was
wrong to say it was “highly
unlikely” that Miss K
wouldn’t have realised
she’d been pickpocketed.
We pointed out to them
that during that year, there
had been more than 7,000
reported thefts on the
Underground. We found no
reason to doubt that Miss
K’s purse had been stolen
as she said.
It still wasn’t clear, though,
how the transactions could
have been authorised
without the PINs. We asked
the bank for its system
notes – which confirmed
that the genuine cards
had been used to make
the transactions. The last
authorised withdrawal
using Miss K’s debit card
had taken place in her
home town on the day
before the theft. In our
view, it was unlikely that
the thief would have been
watching her there – to find
out the PIN in advance.
We also noted that Miss K
hadn't yet used the credit
card that had been stolen.
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The terms and conditions
of Miss K’s debit card said
that if a cardholder had
been negligent with their
PIN, the bank couldn’t
be held liable for any
unauthorised transactions.
We decided that – on the
balance of probabilities –
the most likely explanation
for what had happened
was that Miss K had kept
her PINs with her cards.
We felt that – as a regular
commuter – she should
have realised that this
was careless, and could
lead to problems.
However, the Consumer
Credit Act says that a
consumer can’t be held
liable for unauthorised
transactions made by
someone who has the card
without the cardholder’s
permission. This meant
that in the case of Miss K’s
credit card, the issue of
whether she’d recorded
her PIN was irrelevant.
So we upheld Miss K’s
complaint in part. We told
the bank to refund the
withdrawals that had been
made on her credit card.
However, we felt that she
hadn’t taken sufficient
care of her debit card and
its PIN – so we didn’t tell
the bank to cover the debit
card withdrawals.

case study

116/03
consumer complains
that bank won’t
refund payments
made through games
console – which
he says he didn’t
authorise
When he got his credit
card statement for October,
Mr T noticed several
transactions on there
that he didn’t recognise.
The beneficiary on the
statement was a games
company that Mr T had
an account with. He had
bought his son a games
console for Christmas
and set up the account
at the time.
Apart from when he’d
set up the account,
Mr T couldn’t remember
authorising any payments
to the company. But when
he looked back over his
previous statements,
he realised that a lot of
transactions had been
made each month since
Christmas. Although
each one was small,
they amounted to more
than £1,000 over ten
months.

Mr T called his bank to
say he thought his credit
card had been used
fraudulently. The bank said
it would investigate – and
got in touch with the games
company to find out what
had happened. The games
company told the bank
that, as far as they were
concerned, the transactions
weren’t fraudulent; they
related to purchases of
“points” needed to play
games, and had been
made while Mr T’s account
was signed in.
On the basis of this advice,
the bank told Mr T that they
weren’t willing to refund
him. He complained, but
the matter was eventually
referred to us to sort out.
complaint not upheld
Mr T told us that he rarely
used the credit card – and
had set up a direct debit to
pay off the full balance each
month. So we appreciated
how the small transactions
could have built up without
his knowledge – and we
could understand why
he hadn’t noticed them
immediately. However,
we needed to establish
whether, as he suspected,
they were fraudulent.

... the transactions had been made
while Mr T’s account was signed in
financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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... the bank believed she had
authorised the transactions
We asked Mr T how he
had set up the account
initially. He explained that,
on Christmas Day, he had
sat down with his son in
front of the games console
and followed the online
process. At the final stage,
Mr T had read out the credit
card details to his son –
who had entered them
directly into the console.
Mr T said that this had been
the first and only time any
payment details were put
in. The account was in his
son’s name – but his son
didn’t have access to the
credit card.
We understood the bank
had already made enquiries
with the games company.
However, we got in touch
with company directly
to find out some more
information – in particular,
whether Mr T’s card details
could have been stored in
the console for any reason.
The games company
explained that the payment
details used by a customer
to set up their subscription
couldn’t be removed until
the subscription expired.
They also showed us the
terms and conditions of the
subscription. We noted that
by consenting to these,
a customer was authorising
the account-holder to use
the payment details that
had been provided.

In light of this information,
we thought it was unlikely
that the transactions
on Mr T’s account were
fraudulent. In our view,
the most likely explanation
was that Mr T’s son had
been able to buy “points”
without Mr T knowing
because the card details
were stored in the games
console.
The Consumer Credit Act
1974 says that someone
can be held liable for
transactions made using
their card by someone they
have authorised to use it.
And we took the view that
this applied in Mr T’s case.
The account with the games
company was in the name
of Mr T’s son – so Mr T had
confirmed, by accepting the
terms and conditions, that
he authorised his son’s use
of the card.
We appreciated that Mr T
had unwittingly spent a lot
of money. But we explained
that, in the circumstances,
we didn’t think it was fair
to make his bank refund
the transactions. We didn’t
uphold his complaint.

case study

116/04
consumer complains
about unsuccessful
chargeback for
disputed online
gambling transactions
Mrs B called her bank
to tell them that three
unauthorised transactions
had been made with her
debit card – each on the
same date and each of
around £2,000. Within
a week, the bank had
refunded the transactions
into her current account.
They then began the
“chargeback” process to
recover the money from
the “merchant” business
– in this case, a gambling
company.
Shortly afterwards Mrs B’s
bank got in touch with her.
They explained that the
gambling company had
disputed the chargeback
– saying that Mrs B had an
online account with them,
which had been securely
logged in to their website
at the time the transactions
were made. The bank told
Mrs B that, based on this
information, they believed
she had authorised the
transactions – and that
they would be re-debiting
the money from her current
account.
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... over time, the deposits she had made
had grown progressively larger
Unhappy with the situation,
Mrs B complained. She said
she accepted that she’d
had an account with the
gambling company, but she
insisted that she’d closed
it before the transactions
were made. However,
she couldn’t explain how
someone else could have
used her online account.
The bank refused to change
their decision, and the
complaint was referred to us.
complaint not upheld
We needed more
information about Mrs B’s
account with the gambling
website – and how she had
used it – to decide whether
the bank’s decision was
reasonable. So we asked
the gambling company to
provide us with a statement
of Mrs B’s recent activity.
This showed that Mrs B
had opened her account a
month before the disputed
transactions took place.
We noted that, over time,
the deposits she had made
had grown progressively
larger. And that several
of the more recent
transactions that Mrs B
wasn’t disputing were of a
similar size to those that
she was.

We also found that Mrs B
had closed her online
account a few days after
the disputed transactions
happened. This wasn’t
consistent with the sequence
of events she had given to
her bank. When we asked,
Mrs B couldn’t provide any
evidence that someone else
had used her account.
We explained to Mrs B
that a bank isn’t obliged to
continue with a chargeback
that they believe will
be unsuccessful. In the
circumstances, we felt her
bank had taken the process
as far as they could.
We decided, on the
balance of probabilities,
that the transactions had
been authorised – and that
the bank shouldn't have
to refund the money.
We didn’t uphold
Mrs B’s complaint.

case study

116/05
consumer complains
that bank won’t
refund transactions
made on a card he
didn’t receive
Mr H noticed several
unexpected transactions on
his bank statement for June.
These had been made at a
variety of shops and cash
machines in London – and
came to more than £1,500
in total. Worried that he
was a victim of fraud, Mr H
called his bank to find out
what he should do – and
how to get the money back.
The bank looked into the
situation. They told Mr H
that the transactions
had been made using a
replacement card they had
issued in March. Mr H was
confused. He said that
he hadn’t been expecting
a new card – and that
his existing one was still
working. In fact, he said,
although he only used that
particular account for direct
debits, he had recently used
his card to make a balance
enquiry at a cash point.
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... there had been some trouble in the past
with post being interfered with
Mr H explained to the bank
that he lived in London
at the weekends – but
worked in Liverpool during
the week. He said that his
London flat had a shared
post-box system – and
there had been some
trouble in the past with
post being interfered with.
He also pointed out that if
something he didn’t even
know about had gone
missing, it wasn’t his fault.
However, the bank told
Mr H that he should have
made sure his new card
and PIN were secure,
and that they weren’t
willing to refund the
transactions. Mr H didn’t
think this was fair,
and he eventually asked
us to step in.
complaint upheld
We asked the bank to send
us the terms and conditions
of Mr H’s current account.
These said that a customer
couldn’t be held liable for
unauthorised transactions
– unless they had acted
fraudulently or hadn’t taken
reasonable care of their
card and PIN. There was
no indication that Mr H
had acted fraudulently.
So we needed to decide
whether he had been
careless with the card and
PIN – or whether he had
authorised the transactions
in some way.

The bank told us that they
believed the new card had
been in Mr H’s possession at
the time the transactions took
place. However, they couldn’t
tell us whether the old one
was still active – because
they had already removed it
from their system.
We then asked the bank for
evidence of where and how
the disputed transactions
took place. We noted the
pattern and nature of the
transactions – made over a
short period, in a localised
area, and with several
failed attempts. This was
consistent with how an
opportunist fraudster
might behave.
We had no reason to doubt
Mr H’s explanation of the
postal problems at his flat.
And because his old card was
still working, he’d had no
reason to expect a new one
in the post – and wouldn’t
have noticed that it had
gone missing.
In these circumstances,
we thought it was
unreasonable for the bank
to say that Mr H hadn’t
taken reasonable care of
the new card and PIN.
We thought it was likely
that Mr H had never
received the card – which
meant he couldn't be held
liable for the transactions
made with it. We upheld the
complaint – telling the bank
to refund all the disputed
transactions.

case study

116/06
consumer complains
bank has failed to
recall payment made
to scam holiday
company
One evening, Miss E
was searching online
for summer holidays.
She found a Spanish villa
that she was interested in
– and filled in an enquiry
form on the owner’s
website. However, she then
found the same villa – at
a discounted rate – on a
third-party holiday website.
The website’s booking page
said that to secure the date
they wanted, customers
needed to pay the rental
money upfront. So Miss
E logged in to her online
bank account and made
an international “SWIFT”
transfer of ¤1,900 to the
company.
Early the next morning
Miss E received a phone
call from a Spanish
number. It was the owner of
the villa – asking whether
she was still interested in
renting it. Miss E explained
that she’d already made
a booking through the
holiday website. When the
owner told her that he only
accepted direct bookings,
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Miss E began to worry that
something wasn’t right.
When she looked online
she found that people were
reporting that the holiday
website was a scam.
Miss E phoned her bank
straight away to explain
what had happened.
She was told that an
attempt to recall the
SWIFT payment would be
processed immediately.
Three days later, the bank
phoned Miss E back.
They said that the request
to recall the payment had
been sent to the wrong
department – and hadn’t
been processed in time.
And they hadn’t been able
to contact the Spanish bank
that the recipient’s account
was with. This meant that
the SWIFT payment couldn’t
be cancelled.
Miss E was angry and
upset – and made a
complaint. The bank
acknowledged their
mistake. However, they
insisted that they’d done all
they could – and that their
mistake hadn’t affected the
chances of recovering the
money. They offered Miss E
£150 to compensate her
for the inconvenience.
But Miss E rejected the
offer and brought the
complaint to us.

complaint upheld
We needed to decide
whether the bank had
done everything it could
to cancel the SWIFT
payment. We asked to see
their system notes so we
could establish what had
happened after Miss E had
got in touch with them.
Miss E told us that she
used the website on the
Thursday evening.
This was consistent
with the bank’s records
– which showed that the
SWIFT payment process
had been initiated at 9am
on Friday morning.
Looking at the bank’s
notes, it was only an
hour after this that Miss E
phoned to ask them
to recall the payment.
However, we saw no
evidence that they had
made any attempt to do so
– in spite of assuring Miss E
that the request would be
processed immediately.
We noted that the
payment from Miss E’s
bank account to the scam
company’s bank account
had been facilitated by
an intermediary bank.
We got in touch with the
intermediary bank to ask
about their own process
for recalling SWIFT
payments. They confirmed
that if Miss E’s bank had

contacted them, they
could have sent a “SWIFT
message” to the recipient
bank the same day –
telling them to return the
payment or to treat it as
null and void. But there
was no record of Miss E’s
bank trying to contact the
intermediary bank. Nor had
they contacted the recipient
bank – as they had told
Miss E they had.
We couldn’t say for certain
that Miss E would have
been able to recover the
money she transferred
to the scam company.
However, given how quickly
she contacted her bank,
we thought it likely that she
would have recovered it.
We decided that the bank’s
lack of action was a major
factor in the recall being
unsuccessful. So we told
them to refund her the full
¤1,900 plus 8% interest
– as well as paying her the
£150 compensation that
they had already offered.

... there was no record of Miss E’s bank trying
to contact the intermediary bank
financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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... the bank’s records showed that Mr B’s card
had been used to authorise each payment
case study

116/07
consumer complains
that bank won’t refund
transactions made
in a club
Mr B was about to turn
forty, and he and some
friends went abroad for a
long weekend to celebrate.
On the Monday, when Mr B
was back home, his bank
got in touch with him to
say that he had gone
over his overdraft limit.
The bank said that a series
of transactions – made on
the Saturday night –
had come to over £3,000.
Mr B said that he had been
in a club with friends,
but hadn’t spent anywhere
near that amount of money
– and that someone at the
club must have used his
card fraudulently.
The bank asked Mr B what
he thought had happened.
Mr B said he’d had his card
in his pocket the whole
evening – and hadn’t
left it behind the bar.
He suggested that maybe
a waitress had taken his
card without him seeing
and used it at the bar –
and then returned it to him.

He also said it was possible
that someone at the bar
had cloned his card when
he had paid for some drinks
– and used it to make
the payments. The bank
told Mr B that they would
investigate and let him
know what they found.
A few days later the bank
got in touch with Mr B.
They told him that his
genuine card had been
used for each transaction
– and that each payment
had been authorised by his
signature. They said that on
this basis, Mr B was liable
for the transactions.
But Mr B said he hadn’t
authorised the payments,
and he complained to the
bank, saying that they
must have made a mistake.
When the bank refused to
reconsider, Mr B asked us
to step in.
complaint not upheld
Mr B talked us through
what had happened.
He told us that he hadn’t
left his card behind the
bar and that it had been in
his pocket the whole time.

When we looked at the
information the bank sent
us, we noted that Mr B
had signed to authorise
various payments during
the evening – and that
it looked as though he
had eventually left his
card behind the bar and
accumulated a large tab,
that he had signed to
authorise at the end
of the evening.
We thought it was unlikely
that Mr B’s card had been
taken from his pocket and
then returned without his
noticing. We also decided
that the chances of his card
having been cloned were
slim. There had been no
other reports of this sort
of activity happening at
the club, and the bank’s
records showed that Mr B’s
card had been used to
authorise each payment.
Taking everything into
account, we decided it was
likely that Mr B had left his
card behind the bar and
accumulated a large tab
without realising how much
money he was spending.
Under these circumstances,
we decided that the bank
couldn’t be held liable for
the transactions –
and we didn’t uphold
Mr B’s complaint.
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case study

116/08
consumer complains
that bank won’t refund
her after an accountemptying scam
Ms L received a phone call
from her bank. The person
she spoke to said there had
been some “suspicious
activity” on her account –
and asked her if she had
made certain purchases.
When Ms L said she hadn’t,
the person on the phone
said that she should call a
different department at the
bank straight away to sort
the problem.
Ms L called the number
on the back of her debit
card. The person she
spoke to asked her some
security questions and then
confirmed that suspicious
activity had taken place.
They said that Ms L should
immediately transfer all the
money from her account to
a different account – and he
gave her the details of that
account over the phone.
Ms L transferred the money
straight away.
When Ms L told her partner
what had happened, he
was worried. He suggested
she call her bank to check
she’d done the right thing.

It turned out that Ms L had
been the victim of a scam.
The fraudster had put a
technical fix in place so that
when Ms L ended the first
call and rang the number
for her bank, she’d actually
just reconnected with
the fraudster.
Ms L had transferred the
money to an account at a
different bank. When her
own bank tried to recover
the money, it was too late.
Ms L asked the bank to
refund the money. But the
bank said that although
they recognised that this
was a highly distressing
matter, the transfer had
been a legitimate request
and she had carried it out
herself. The bank pointed
out that because Ms L had
been logged into her online
banking account and had
authorised the transfers
herself, they weren’t liable.
Ms L was unhappy with
the bank’s decision, and
she complained. She said
that her account should
be covered by the bank’s
fraud guarantee. She also
said that the bank knew
about this type of scam
and should have warned
her – and that she hadn’t
acted recklessly, because
she’d thought she was
following with the bank’s
instructions.

The bank refused to
reconsider its position
– so Ms L referred her
complaint to us.
complaint not upheld
There was no disagreement
about what had happened.
Ms L had been tricked
into giving away a large
amount of money. We could
see that this was an awful
situation for Ms L, and
could understand why she
was so upset. Our job was
to decide whether the bank
had acted unfairly – and to
handle things as sensitively
as we could.
We listened to both sides
of the argument. We could
understand why Ms L
thought the bank ought
to refund the money –
because she’d thought
she was following the
bank’s instructions.
But she had logged in
to the account herself
using her usual details.
She herself had asked
the bank to transfer the
money, and the bank
had fulfilled her request.
So there hadn’t been
any unauthorised access
to Ms L’s account.

We thought it would be
difficult for banks to alert
their customers to scams
– simply because of the
sheer number and variety
of scams that are out there.
Banks aren’t obliged to
tell their customers about
scams they might come
across. And in any case,
we decided that the bank
hadn’t contributed to the
problem by not telling Ms L
that she might be contacted
by fraudsters.
We were very sorry that
Ms L had been the victim
of a scam. But we decided
that the bank hadn’t acted
unfairly, and we didn’t
uphold her complaint.

... she’d thought she was following
the bank’s instructions
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... the courier collected her card later that day
case study

116/09
consumer complains
that bank won’t refund
her money after she
gives scammers her
card and bank details
Mrs J received a phone
call from her bank to tell
her that her card had
been cloned – and that
she should ring another
department at the bank
immediately.
Mrs J put the phone down
and rang the number on the
back of her debit card. The
person she spoke to asked
her the usual security
questions before they
would discuss anything
with her.
Mrs J was then asked to
give some more details –
including the log-in details
for her online banking
account – and to type
her PIN into the phone's
keypad. Once she'd done
this, the person on the line
then told Mrs J that they
were sending a courier to
pick up her existing card,
and that a replacement
would be sent out within
five working days. Mrs J did
everything she was asked
to do, and the courier
collected her card later
that day.

But after three days Mrs J
started to get worried.
She hadn’t received a new
card and nobody from the
bank had contacted her.
So she checked her account
online, and saw that several
large transactions had been
made. She realised that
she had probably been the
victim of a scam.
She got in touch with
her bank and asked them
to get the money back.
But the bank said that they
weren’t responsible for
what had happened –
and that Mrs J hadn’t taken
care of her security details.
They refused to refund
the money.
Mrs J complained, but the
bank refused to reconsider.
So Mrs J decided to refer
her complaint to us.
complaint upheld
We looked carefully at the
terms and conditions of
Mrs J’s account, and we
noted that unauthorised
transactions would
normally be covered by the
bank. But the bank was
saying that this was a case
of “gross negligence”.
The bank said that Mrs J
should have known better
than to disclose her login details and hand over
her card. They pointed out
that their online banking
site, which Mrs J often
used, warned people
never to give out their full

passwords – even to the
bank. They also said that
Mrs J should have read
the security leaflet they’d
sent her, which included
some information on
telephone scams.
We took the bank’s
arguments into account.
But we decided that
although Mrs J’s
actions had allowed the
scammers to use her card
fraudulently, she herself
hadn’t authorised the
transactions.
The person who had called
Mrs J had stressed the
urgency of the situation
– and that she needed
to act to make sure her
account and card were
safe. Mrs J had phoned the
number she believed to be
her bank immediately.
The conversation had
started with security
questions, so Mrs J had
had no reason to think that
anything was wrong.
Taking everything into
account, we took the view
that Mrs J hadn’t acted in
a grossly negligent way.
And we were satisfied
that she clearly hadn’t
authorised the transactions
herself. In these
circumstances, we told the
bank to refund her all the
money in question.
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case study

116/10
consumer complains
that bank refused to
stop repayments to
payday lender
Mrs C was short of
money, so she decided
to take out a payday loan.
The application process
went smoothly. Mrs C gave
her debit card details to the
lender so they could take
the repayment from her
account at the end of
the month.
But as the repayment date
approached, Mrs C realised
that she had less money
than she’d thought.
She asked her bank
to stop the repayment
from leaving her account,
but they said they couldn’t
help. They explained that
because this was a single
payment – rather than a
recurring one – only the
loan company could do
something about it.
Because Mrs C still needed
money, she took out
another loan out with the
same company – and the
same thing happened again
the following month.

Unfortunately, Mrs C
couldn’t find her way out of
the situation. She took out
a number of loans – and
each time asked her bank
to stop the repayment
from leaving her account.
Each time the bank said
that they couldn’t help.
Mrs C complained to the
bank, saying that they
ought to be able to stop
the repayments going out.
But the bank said they
couldn’t do anything
about it.
Mrs C was getting
increasingly desperate,
and she decided to come
to us for help.
complaint upheld
We needed to decide
whether the repayments
to the lender had been
authorised.
When Mrs C had given
her card details to the
lender to allow them
to take the repayments
from her account,
she had authorised the
repayments. But when
she later asked the bank
to stop the repayments,
we decided that they
became unauthorised.

The bank argued that
when Mrs C had taken out
subsequent loans, she was
authorising the repayments
again. But we couldn’t
see any evidence to show
that this had happened.
We could see that Mrs
C had given a standing
authority for future
repayments when she took
out the first loan – and the
subsequent repayments
would have been made
under this authority.
But when Mrs C asked
the bank to stop the
repayments, the standing
authority should have
ended.
In cases where we decide
that a bank has made
unauthorised payments,
we usually tell them to
refund the money to their
customer. In this case,
the money wasn’t Mrs C’s
– because the money
belonged to the lender.
If the payments had been
stopped, then Mrs C would
still have owed the lender
money. So Mrs C wasn’t out
of pocket because of the
bank’s actions.
But we could see that the
bank’s refusal to stop the
payments had caused
Mrs C a lot of distress when
she really needed support.
So we told them to pay
Mrs C £350 compensation.

... unfortunately, Mrs C could not
find her way out of the situation
financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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... they wouldn’t even look into what
had happened to her money
case study

consumer complains
that bank refused
to investigate
unauthorised
transactions that
took place 18
months earlier

Ms D’s bank said that under
the relevant regulations,
customers can only “seek
redress” within 13 months
of a transaction happening
– otherwise the bank won’t
investigate. The bank
pointed out that more
than 13 months had
passed, and in any case,
it no longer had any records
of the transactions.

Ms D ran a small business –
and had a business account
with her bank. When her
accountant was going
through her records he
noticed some payments
he didn’t recognise from
18 months earlier.
They’d all been made
to the same company,
and they came to almost
£4,000 in total.

Ms D thought this was
unfair, and she complained
to the bank. She pointed
out that she ran a small
business, and couldn’t
afford to lose this sort of
money. She also said she’d
thought the bank was there
to support her – and she
was annoyed that they
wouldn’t even look into
what had happened to
her money.

116/11

The accountant asked Ms D
what the payments were
for. But Ms D had never
heard of the company
and was sure she hadn’t
authorised the payments.
So she got in touch with her
bank to see if they could
shed any light on things.

The bank refused to
reconsider, so Ms D got in
touch with us.
complaint upheld

We also looked at the
regulations that the bank
had relied on when it
refused to investigate
the transactions.
We disagreed with the
bank’s interpretation
of the regulations.
We saw nothing in them
to suggest that the bank
shouldn’t investigate
Ms D’s complaint.
We thought it would have
been reasonable for the
bank to have contacted the
company the payments had
gone to – to try and find out
what had happened.
But in any case, we decided
that Ms D hadn’t been
“seeking redress” under
any specific regulations.
She was querying whether
the payments had been
authorised in the first place
because, under the terms of
her account, she’d thought
that only authorised
payments would leave
her account.

It was up to the bank to
decide how long they
would hold transaction
data. But we decided that
the bank needed to show
it had authorisation to
pay the money in question
out of Ms D’s account.
The bank couldn’t supply
any evidence to show this
– so we weren’t satisfied
that the payments had
been authorised.
In these circumstances,
we told the bank to refund
the money to Ms D’s
account, plus interest.
We also told them to pay
£200 to compensate her
for refusing to investigate
her complaint.

When we looked at the
terms and conditions of
Ms D’s account, they said
that “Payments will be made
from your Account provided
they are authorised by you
in a way agreed between
you and us …”
So we decided that if a
payment hadn’t been
authorised, Ms D would
be entitled to a refund in
line with the terms and
conditions of her account.
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the eyes and ears of the
ombudsman service –
coming to a place* near you
(*a town hall, a stadium, a hotel, a theatre …)
One of our main aims
at the ombudsman
service is to share
our insight with our
customers. We see so
many different things
in the complaints that
people refer to us.
So we share our
knowledge and
experience with our
customers to try and
help make sure similar
things don’t go wrong
in the future.

“… less work coming our way
is actually a good sign”

We want to help businesses
and consumers get
things sorted as quickly
as possible – before
communication (and the
customer relationship)
breaks down. In that
respect, we’re one of those
unusual organisations
where less work coming our
way is actually a good sign.

Over the next few months,
ombudsman news will be
looking at some of the
work we do with the
outside world. This time,
we’re focusing on how we
work with the businesses
we cover – on a very
practical level.

One of the main ways
that we try and better
understand and support
our customers is through
our “outreach” work.
The eyes and ears of the
ombudsman service, the
outreach team are out
and about every week
– meeting businesses,
consumers and the advice
sector face-to-face, to hear
about the issues they’re
experiencing.

financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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why meet businesses
face-to-face?
We need all our customers
to trust our judgement.
And for businesses,
that trust is dependent
on them understanding
the reasons behind our
decisions – and being
willing and able to learn
from them. After all, we’re
all working towards the
same thing – making
sure nobody loses out
because of mistakes or
misunderstandings.
Talking to businesses
about our approach on a
wider level – outside the
day-to-day, case-specific
contact we have – helps us
build understanding and
trust. Although we come
along prepared with a lot
to say, we think it’s just
as valuable to get people
sitting round tables and
talking to each other –
rather than us delivering
a lecture!

By talking openly with
businesses about what
we – and they – are seeing,
we can spot emerging
problems early on and
work together to stop
them growing. We often
find ourselves talking both
about product-specific
issues as well as broader
trends in business/
customer relationships and
interactions. And because
we’re in the unique position
of working across the whole
sector, we have a lot of
information and insight we
can share.
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So we want to meet people
who are in this position
– to make sure they know
what they need to do when
we get in touch. And also
the support we can offer
them to sort out a problem
before it even comes to that.

There’s also the fact that
the vast majority of our
complaints come from
only eight banking groups
– out of the more than
one hundred thousand
businesses we cover.
This means there are
many businesses out
there that have very little
– if any – contact with us.
So it’s understandable
that the idea of a complaint
reaching the ombudsman
could be very daunting
for them.

“… the idea of a complaint reaching the ombudsman
can be very daunting for some businesses”

financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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what have we got planned
for the year?
We’ve got a packed
schedule of events for
businesses this year.
We’ll be visiting
locations across the
UK – and meeting every
type of business, from
multinationals to high
street lenders, insurance
brokers, financial advisers
and credit unions.

We’re running more than
25 free events as part of
our national roadshow.
These are aimed at those
businesses who have
limited knowledge of
the ombudsman – most
likely because their
customers don’t refer many
complaints to us. We’ll let
businesses know what we
expect from them – and,
perhaps more importantly,
they’ll have a chance to
raise any questions and
concerns with us.
The events are also a
chance to meet the people
making the decisions
– our ombudsmen.
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“… we’re running more than 25 free
events as part of our national roadshow”
We’ll also be holding four
regional events focusing
specifically on PPI – for
businesses who have to
deal with these complaints,
but who haven’t had many
referred to us.
For those businesses
we tend to receive more
complaints from, we have
a programme of events
focusing on specific topics
and issues we’re seeing.
For example, we’ve looked
recently at cases where
the business believes the
consumer may be acting
fraudulently – and also
at redress in investment
complaints.
We’ve got a number of
seminars and workshops
planned for this year –
including a travel insurance
forum, a consumer credit
seminar and conferences
on insurance and banking.
Have a look at our website
if you’d like to find out more
about these.

We know we can’t meet
every business face-to-face
– so we work closely
with the trade bodies that
represent them. We find
this a good way of sharing
information and good
practice. And every few
weeks, we get in touch with
more than 260 businesses
and 30 trade bodies with
an email update on our
news – and often ask for
feedback this way.

We also publish a huge
amount of information on
our website – from the
decisions we’ve made,
to technical notes covering
our general approach
to different types of
complaints and case
studies. And of course
there’s ombudsman news.
But we know there’s more
we can do – and we’re
always looking for new
ideas. If you have any
suggestions, please let
us know at outreach@
financial-ombudsman.
org.uk – or tweet us
@financialombuds

“… lots of energy in the ‘distress and inconvenience’
workshop with good examples of cases”
(investment conference – Birmingham)

“… I found the afternoon interesting, relevant and
also a great opportunity to reflect on how other insurers
and the ombudsman approach decision making”
(travel insurance forum)
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Q?

&A
featuring questions
raised recently
with our free,
expert helpline for
businesses and
advice workers

payday problems?
Our debt advice charity has seen a big rise in calls to our helpline about
payday loans. Sometimes it feels like more of these lenders crop up every day.
Is this an area of concern for the ombudsman?
Although we do get
complaints about payday
lenders, they’re still in
relatively small numbers.
Having said that, in more
than two thirds of these
complaints we’re finding in
the consumer’s favour.

One of the biggest concerns
we have around payday
lending is that we’re
hearing that people aren’t
aware they can come to us
if things go wrong. To try
and improve this situation,
we hold regular events for

advice agencies – to help
us reach consumers who
might not otherwise know
about us. But we also speak
to lenders too – making
sure they understand
our approach so that
complaints can be avoided
in the first place.

but is it fair?
You say that you decide complaints on the basis of what’s “fair and reasonable”.
As a financial adviser running my own business, I’m regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and have to comply with what they say. It seems that I could do
everything my regulator requires me to, but the ombudsman could still say
I haven’t been “fair” and uphold a complaint against me. How am I supposed
to know what to do?
The law that set up the
ombudsman service says
that we have to decide
each complaint on the
basis of what we believe
is fair and reasonable.
But this doesn’t mean that
we ignore the law or tear up
the regulator’s rule book.
We have to take account
of the law, rules and good
industry practice when we
make decisions. So most of
the time, what we say is in
line with how a court would
look at a case – or what the
regulator would say.

But there are some
situations when applying
the law or rules strictly can
actually lead to an unfair
outcome. The law can
sometimes be out of date
or out of kilter – and can
end up being too harsh
on consumers. So, for
example, until last year –
when the law was finally
changed to bring it more in
line with the ombudsman
approach – consumer
insurance law “relied”
on a century-old piece of
legislation that related to
commercial shipping.

Where we think there
might be issues like these
to consider, we follow our
usual approach – which
is to look carefully at the
individual facts of the
complaint and then decide
what a fair and reasonable
outcome would be.
Of course, an adviser’s
role involves judgement
too – and sometimes
“ticking all the boxes”
from a compliance point
of view may not be
enough. Taking a fair
and reasonable approach
from the outset could help
avoid some problems
arising in the first place.

ref: 808/pc
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